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            Abstract
The dwarf planet (1) Ceres, the largest object in the main asteroid belt1 with a mean diameter of about 950 kilometres, is located at a mean distance from the Sun of about 2.8 astronomical units (one astronomical unit is the Earth–Sun distance). Thermal evolution models suggest that it is a differentiated body with potential geological activity2,3. Unlike on the icy satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, where tidal forces are responsible for spewing briny water into space, no tidal forces are acting on Ceres. In the absence of such forces, most objects in the main asteroid belt are expected to be geologically inert. The recent discovery4 of water vapour absorption near Ceres and previous detection of bound water and OH near and on Ceres (refs 5, 6, 7) have raised interest in the possible presence of surface ice. Here we report the presence of localized bright areas on Ceres from an orbiting imager8. These unusual areas are consistent with hydrated magnesium sulfates mixed with dark background material, although other compositions are possible. Of particular interest is a bright pit on the floor of crater Occator that exhibits probable sublimation of water ice, producing haze clouds inside the crater that appear and disappear with a diurnal rhythm. Slow-moving condensed-ice or dust particles9,10 may explain this haze. We conclude that Ceres must have accreted material from beyond the ‘snow line’11, which is the distance from the Sun at which water molecules condense.
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                    Figure 1: Enhanced colour mosaic of the surface of Ceres.[image: ]


Figure 2: Perspective views of brightest spots on Ceres.[image: ]


Figure 3: Ceres colour spectra.[image: ]


Figure 4: Views of Occator crater at different times.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Clear filter mosaic and locations of bright material (red) and global lineaments (blue).
Background map of Ceres is shown in equirectangular projection, combining FC clear filter mosaics from two different sequences of observations during the Rotational Characterization 3 phase at a distance of ~14,000 km (RC3). Several mosaics (all sequences from RC3 phase) with different stretches have been used for the mapping of the linear features. Both fractures and alignment of circular features have been mapped in blue. The former features could correspond to faults, and the latter could be pit crater chains or secondary crater chains. Bright material surfaces are those showing an absolute reflectance larger than 0.037 at 0.55 μm.


Extended Data Figure 2 Interior of Occator crater.
a, Image shows a scene of the centre of Occator crater from High Altitude Mapping Orbit (FC image 40752, resolution ~140 m per pixel) revealing curvilinear depressions and a smooth pond-like feature (arrow at upper centre) at one of its ends. A possible explanation of the last feature is former short-term liquid-flow material. b, Central and peripheral bright spots within Occator crater. A nonlinear stretch is applied to enhance the interior structure of the bright spot. c, 3D anaglyph (red–cyan glasses are required to see this scene in 3D) showing the northeastern portion of Occator crater. A flow lobe with well-defined margins at the image’s centre is clearly visible. Note that the extent of secondary bright spot occurrences is confined to the extent of the flow lobe. Extensive slumping of wall material is observed in the northern portion of the crater. The anaglyph (images 40736 and 40752) has a vertical exaggeration of 1.9 if viewed at a distance of 50 cm. Arrows above scale bars point towards north; scale bars are 7 km long.


Extended Data Figure 3 Crater counting area, superposed impact craters and model age.
The upper panel shows the crater counting area (blue outline) and measured impact craters (red outlines) on the ejecta blanket of Occator crater (FC images 40498, 40499, 40736, 40737, 40753, 40768, 40991 and 41006). On the basis of the mapped crater size–frequency distribution, we derived a model age of 78 ± 5 Ma for the formation of Occator crater (lower panels) shown in cumulative (left) and differential (right) plots. To model an absolute age we used the production function (PF) and chronology function (CF) of ref. 31 and fitted the isochron to the crater diameter range 0.5–1.7 km. Error bars are ± the square-root of the cumulative number of craters per bin divided by the counting area—the largest bins contain fewer craters and therefore have the largest error bars. The reference value N(1) denotes the cumulative number of craters larger than 1 km in diameter per square kilometre. Upper insets show results from a Monte-Carlo-based randomness analysis for the measured crater population using the mean second-closest neighbour distance (‘M2CND’) and the standard deviation of adjacent area (‘SDAA’) methods30. Standard deviations nσ are plotted above and below the Monte-Carlo-derived mean. Details about the methods are given in ref. 30. Here, the observed crater population plots within the 3σ range indicating a random distribution.


Extended Data Figure 4 3D anaglyph of Occator crater.
The interior of the 90.5-km-diameter crater is characterized by an abundance of terraces and a smooth inner floor surface. The inner crater rim appears scalloped in places. The central pit with the brightest spot on Ceres is partially rimmed. Occator ejecta extend up to one crater diameter outwards, partially or completely burying pre-existing terrain and impact craters. The anaglyph is composed of FC images 37674 and 37666. Vertical exaggeration is approximately 4.5 if viewed at a distance of 50 cm.


Extended Data Figure 5 3D anaglyph of an unnamed crater hosting feature A.
The large crater accommodating feature A is degraded and marked by a low-relief crater rim partially eroded by subsequent impact craters. Its interior exhibits a densely cratered floor and hosts an asymmetric dome. The bright material is exposed within a 10-km-diameter crater on the wall of the larger, degraded crater and its vicinity. 3D anaglyph is composed of FC images 38409 and 38407. Vertical exaggeration is approximately 3.0 if viewed at a distance of 50 cm.


Extended Data Figure 6 Average FC colour spectrum (‘FC RC1’) of Ceres and ground-based spectra.
Ground-based spectra (‘SMASS sp41’, ‘24COLOR’ and ‘FC Ground-based’) of Ceres are presented for comparison. Ceres spectra, obtained by ground-based telescopes, in general show a large variety. The ground-based average colour spectrum of Ceres using FC spare filters35 is, except for filter 0.44 μm, in good agreement with the in-flight spectrum. We note that the ground-based spectra are obtained under different viewing geometries and are not photometrically corrected compared to the in-flight data. Ground-based spectra ‘SMASS sp41’ and ‘24COLOR’ are available at http://sbn.psi.edu/pds/archive/asteroids.html. Spectrum ‘FC Ground-based’ is presented in ref. 35.


Extended Data Figure 7 Haze cloud intensity profile.
Two flux profiles from FC clear filter images across the central part of Occator crater (indicated by the red line; see inset). Units of flux are counts per pixel (~1.5 km × 1.5 km). Each profile crosses the centres of the brightest and second brightest spots (see inset, noon image 37113). Two images were selected, the first (37113) showing the scene at low incidence and high emission angles, that is, an oblique view near local noon (‘Noon profile’). The second image (36681) was obtained at high angles in both emission and incidence, showing an oblique view near local sunset (‘Sunset profile’). While the ‘Noon profile’ shows a signal enhancement centred between the peaks, the ‘Sunset profile’ does not show this. The enhancement is best described by a parabolic fit of the background, ignoring the signal peaks (‘Parabolic fit of haze’). The shape of this fit is consistent with a diffuse light scattering component in Occator crater at maximum insolation, observable at very oblique views, which increase the length of the light path through the layer, resembling the phenomena associated with a haze layer.





Related audio
Reporter Shamini Bundell finds out the latest developments on the dwarf planet, Ceres.
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        Editorial Summary
Possible ice sublimation on dwarf planet Ceres
Images from NASA's Dawn orbiter spacecraft reveal localized bright areas on the surface of the dwarf planet Ceres, the largest object in the main asteroid belt. These unusual areas are consistent with the presence of hydrated magnesium sulfates mixed with dark background material, although other compositions are possible. Recent reports of water vapour, bound water and OH on Ceres raised the possibility there may be surface water there, and the new images reveal multiple bright spots on the floor of crater Occator that could be from surface ice. The largest of these, corresponding to the crater's central pit, produces haze clouds inside the crater with a diurnal rhythm, a clear indication of possible sublimation of water ice.
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